Contrast dynamics during CT pulmonary angiogram: analysis of an inspiration associated artifact.
Several artifacts have been observed during contrast-enhanced CT of the pulmonary arteries. We describe a physiological artifact caused by a transient interruption of the contrast column in the pulmonary arteries associated with inspiration immediately prior to imaging. This results from a variable inflow of unopacified blood from the inferior vena cava (IVC). From 327 consecutive pulmonary CT-angiograms, all performed on a single detector scanner at 3 mm collimation (1.5 mm incremental reconstruction), 50 positive studies, 46 indeterminate studies, and 33 negative studies (129 exams) were retrospectively reviewed by a blinded observer to determine the frequency of the described contrast interruption, its severity (mild, moderate, or severe), and its possible contribution to misinterpretation of studies. The numerical change in Hounsfield units was assigned within the right ventricular chamber for each examination to correlate with the subjective evaluation of severity. Statistical significance was determined with P = 0.05%. The artifact was present in 48 (37.2%) of the 129 evaluated studies. It was greater in frequency (50.0%) with the negative studies. The presence was 25% with positive studies and 36.7% with indeterminate exams. The interruption was more often mild (<100 HU change) in severity (45.8%). Three (6.6%) definite false positives were detected where the misinterpretation was directly attributed to the artifact. Three (6.6%) other examinations called positive were also directly related to the interrupted contrast column. However, since no further pulmonary vascular evaluation was performed, these examinations can only be considered indeterminate. Two of the latter 3 studies demonstrated a severe (>150 HU change) and the other study demonstrated a moderate (100-150 HU) interruption of contrast opacification. During inspiration, there is a variable increase in unopacified venous blood from the IVC, briefly diluting the contrast column entering from the SVC. This interruption is common, though usually mild in severity. However, a short severe interruption of vascular opacification can lead to misinterpretation as a pulmonary embolus or contribute to an indeterminate examination.